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IS THAT A DEVIL ON THE PLACE-MAT?

'Zis place, you know,' said a recent German

visitor to Duke Chapel, 'remembers me fery much

of En>;lancl.' A basketball player in the Airport

Limousine, surveying downtown Durham for the

first time, commented, 'Jeez! I think I'll go back

home.' Is it perverse or perceptive of me that,

viewing the introduction to a Wonderful World of

Disney presentation, fireworks bursting behind

Gothic spires, I feel myself to be riding a Duke

Campus: Only bus up Chapel Drive? I was never

very bright in history class, but I do recall the story

of Hereward the Wake, a mysterious, marsh-bound

gentleman who kept the Spirit ot Britain alive

when it was somehow threatened by barbarians

(i.e., foreigners) on the Isle of Ely, a piece of firm

ground surrounded by a treacherous swamp. The

tower of the Cathedral of Saint Etheldreda, Queen

and Abbess, rises to-day out of the fen at Ely

(surely the straightest and grandest tower in

Britain) as does Hereward in its history. And it was

Hereward the Wake who constantly came to mind

as I was flown in from the last clutches ot the

midwestern winter in April 1970 to be interviewed

at this extraordinary place called Duke University:

a placid pastiche of holiness set in a forest remote

as Citeaux. But, what Spirit is being preserved here,

I wondered, in this unlikely child of a canny

millionnaire ?

We all, it seems, came out of bogs: perhaps it

was because of this that Thoreau was so attracted

to them; they remind us of our roots. The Durham

out of which Duke University has been spawned is

not to be found in the downtown area: raze and

rebuild it as they will, it remains a center through

which one passes, at increasingly greater speeds on

ever wider roads, to get to the other side. The

basic, primeval Durham is its tobacco and

moonshine, the work and relaxation of a society

whose limited views of achievement and happiness

allow it to be manipulated by the moneyed few.

Moonshine used to be the main attraction of

Durham at play: the locals talk of happier times

when good jazz and cheap liquor was available in

many places at any time of night. But

modernization (centralization, homogenization)

hit, and it was decided to enforce the law: most of

the after-hours places were shut down, leaving only

a few rather sad remnants. One such is a

semi-secret outfit in east Durham, reached by

turning off a main thoroughfare, long after the bars

are closed, and going down a tree-lined street until

it dead-ends at a kind of converted garage, in front

of which pick-up trucks and rear-high Chevys are

parked. Walking up the steps to the top floor, you

are viewed carefully through a small window and,

if you pass this inspection, are admitted. Inside,

any weapons you might have about you are taken

and stacked near the door. Straight in front is the

bar: it sells only Budweiser, at New York prizes,

and there is no jazz. A juke box keeps the go-go

girls in motion: they are protected from the

customers by cages. In another room there is

absolute silence as the traditional manly relaxation

of Poker is played for unimaginable stakes. And

that is all. Plain women, their hair piled as high

again as their heads, dance awkwardly with

paunchy men in badly-fitting trousers. This goes on

until everybody leaves.

And then there is Duke. Some of these same

people may drive over to see 'the Cathedral' and

the gardens, created by their fathers' (or

grandfathers') boss. What did 'Buck' Duke think he

was doing? Putting his name, of course, and quite

literally, on the map of North Carolina, since it



could not go on the map of New Jersey. Conceived

and built in a night, the sudden solidification ot a

brief dream, an entire Gothic-style University

descended into the Duke Forest, a New Jerusalem

complete in all her parts. The strange,

non-sequential logic of the dream is everywhere

about it. It was built of soft stone so that, though

modern, its steps might soon become as

treacherously worn as any to have survived from

the Middle Ages. The Chapel tower was copied

from Canterbury, and is magnificent when seen

alone, rising out of the trees: but, in relation to the

building as a whole, it stands oddly at one end,

fronting the world with the nervous pomposity of

a iiouveaii riche, like Buck Duke himself , suddenly

got up in a frock coat for the sculptor. The

cloister, then, was put in backwards, so that it

would make a nice place to park buses, rather than

somewhere to walk up and down reading the

Legenda Aurea. There are gateposts, but no gates,

and no porter to greet you with a tip ot his cap in

the morning. But there are pencils, pens, tumblers,

ashtrays, and even cocktail napkins with the name

DUKE upon them, distinguishing them from

humbler utensils. This is the true Gate of Duke:

once an invisible line is crossed, everything is royal

blue and branded with the brand ot the dead

magnate. Ah! mention not the name of Harvard,

publish not the title of Yale, enter not herein, all

ye of the lands on that side the Delaware! And

who is the dream-creature who emerges from this

frenzy of branding, and himself holds the irons?

In the soporifically-named Dope Shop one can

buy a cuddly little Devil (in royal blue), or his

image demoniacally repeated on a tie. The mascot,

of course, of a christian University: like the

superstitious naming ot girls with unbeautiful

terms, so that the gods might not lust atter them.

The mascots of British Universities are usually

stolen, and for stealing; they have nothing

whatever to do with the Aims of the Founder.

Thus, University College, London, has a gruesome

mummy called Phineas, who once stood

(unaccountably) as an advertisement outside a

furniture store in Tottenham Court Road, but now

resides in a locked cupboard near the College's

entrance. It is the honor ot Freshmen to cause

Phineas to process at all important functions, and

it is the task of rival Colleges to prevent this. (He

was once dramatically recovered, tarred and

feathered, trom a Glasgow railroad station just in

time for a visit by Her Majesty the Queen Mother.)

The mascots of American Universities, on the other

hand, are called up by a weird conjuring from the

depths of the Founder's Unconscious, the

hypostases ot the Constitution, the embodied

College Spirit. Enlivened and impersonated, like

the representation ot the Ancestor at a Chinese

burial, they disport themselves at the central ritual

of the Football Match.

This, then, is the Spirit of Duke: by a

coinciclciitid oppositorid)!. the beneficence ot Buck,

drawn from the dreary monotony of productivity

and whiskey, has given birth to a comic figure of

evil, whose dance draws the adulation ot the crowd

and the money ot the alumni.

And that is perhaps why, when one dines at the

Oak Room, Hquorless and served by black

waitresses, there is a Devil on the placemat.

Roger J. Corless

June, 1973
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"When there is no further

Down to go

The bottoni

Drops out on up. "—Minor ]Vhite
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HERMETIC THOUGHTS

Among the many pleasures which accompany research

work in London is the opportunity to browse in the

bookshops clustered around Charing Cross Road. One

afternoon, several years ago, 1 was in a somewhat exotic

shop in Cecil Court thumbing through a volume with the

intriguing title Tlie Daivti of Magic. The following

statement caught my attention: "For the alchemist, it must

never be forgotten that power over matter and energy is

only a secondary reality. The real aim of the alchemist's

activities. ..is the transformation of the alchemist himself,

his accession to a higher state of consciousness." This idea

interested me because it suggested that my
conceptualization of the possibilities in university studies

was analogous to alchemical objectives.

Until I chanced upon the book, 1 had entertained the

rather unsophisticated idea that alchemists were really

attempting to transmute base metals into gold. Perhaps

there were. It is equally possible that their choice of

language in their writings had a double meaning, one for

inquisitive governments and church officials and another

for themselves and their companions. Using chemistry to

produce wealth was an activity intelligible to both secular

and religious officials, and a statement of the intent to

produce gold could be accepted at face value. Such activity

could be tolerated, and had the alchemists the desire to

make themselves known to governments they could have

been eligible for lucrative research grants. But the

alchemists chose to remain hidden from the public's eye,

and, so far as I know, none ever applied for fellowships or

grants. If they wished to remain hidden, it may have been

because they had an objective which would defy general

understanding and could conceivably have invited

persecution. It is difficult to think of any activity in

European history more productive of misunderstanding and

persecution than attempts to realize a higher state of

consciousness. A discipline intended to produce a change in

an individual's level of consciousness would, at least until

recently, warrant guarded language in any communication

which could fall into hostile hands. While outsiders could

look into alchemical texts and read references to gold quite

literally, other recordings are possible. Robert Ornstein

gives an alternative reading in The Psychology of
Consciousness: "The medieval alchemists described long

and repetitive exercises—the continual redistillation of

water, the prolonged grinding exercises—which were written

down allegedly for the 'distillation' of base metal in order

to transmute in into gold, but which can also be considered

symbolically as descriptions of attempts to alter man's

awareness from his ordinary 'base' level to a higher one,

symbolized by the gold." It is the concept of internal

transformation through disciplined research and intellectual

effort which I find analogous to university studies.

As alchemy may be understood in both physical and

metaphysical ways, so may university work be understood.

On the physical level, university studies can result in the

acquisition of knowledge, of specific skills, and of a piece

of paper which certifies that the bearer has performed the

tasks necessary to merit the piece of paper. On the

metaphysical level, the student can seek to transform

himself, through disciplined efforts, from awareness at a

superficial level to awareness at a much higher level of

consciousness.

The metaphysical purpose of higher education is

acknowledged in "The Objective of a Liberal Education"

which appears in Duke's undergraduate bulletin. This

statement begins with an idea attributed to Woodrow
Wilson that the objective of a liberal education is "the

wholly awakened man." It takes very little time on campus

to conclude that few seem to realize the metaphysical

purpose of the university. Perhaps this is because few want

to become fully awakened. Perhaps it is a situation of the

blind leading the blind. Perhaps it is because too much

attention is paid to the physical level (obtaining grades,

getting degrees, getting drunk, turning base metal into

gold). Each of these three possibilities contribute to the

general failure to transcend the physical plane, and

probably many others could be listed. A simpler way of

explaining the failure is to say that the means of university

studies are confused with the ends, and the analogy with

alchemy helps to demonstrate this.

An alchemist who lost sight of the end of his discipline

could become trapped in the illusion that the manipulation

of his laboratory equipment and his chemicals, the means

of alchemical practice, were in fact the ends of alchemy. He

could convince himself that becoming a skillful laboratory

technician and acquiring saleable knowledge were ends in

themselves. He could "go public" and teach others to do

what he did, and if money were to be made in his society

through chemical processes he could be hired by

governments or by businessmen. That which would yield

tangible benefits to society (depending upon the society's

values), that which would yield profits, and that which

would not disturb or anger those in power would be

accepted in conventional wisdom as the objectives of the



alchemist's work and teaching. Conventional wisdom would

not accept metaphysical objectives of work and education

except for an hour or so on Sundays (for the goal of

self-transcendance, of expanded consciousness, is the

religious goal, and alchemists did not reject the goals of

European religion but the means—means which had become

ends for many religious institutions).

Our society attaches great value to the physical world

and its manipulation for fun and profit. Our society is also

suspicious of things metaphysical. It is not surprising,

therefore, that the university, which is reflective of its

social setting, should sometimes suffer from the illusions of

society. Students and teachers alike are liable to confuse

means with ends. Not all do, certainly not the author of

"The Objective of a Liberal Education." But jobs and

research grants go to those who can demonstrate skills and

experimental topics which are of value to business and

government, and in developing marketable skills it is easy to

concentrate so much on this aspect of the university

experience that the metaphysical goals are forgotten. No

one will deliberately lead the student away from the goal of

awareness, of supra-normal consciousness, although this

frequently happens for unintentional reasons. It is up to the

individual to keep the metaphysical goal constantly before

him, and work until it is achieved. It is impossible for

anyone but the individual to discipline himself so as to

reach the state of full awareness. The university provides an

environment in which the individual can begin and conduct

his search for a higher state of consciousness. The life-style

of the university provides the leisure necessary for the

search; the various academic disciplines provide the tools

and methods; the library contains works which assist in the

search; some of the faculty members may be helpful; and

the search is the real activity of the university. What is

necessary is that the individual become aware of the goal of

the search. This process can begin with an attempt to

understand the work of the alchemists or the fantastic

visions of the mystics, for, as Teilhard de Chardin has

written, "Only the fantastic is likely to be true at the

cosmic level."

Russell Dionne

June, 1973



"The mental image in a viewer's mind is more important than the photograph
itself."-Minor White
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"The camera should be used for recording life, /or rendering the very substance and

quintessence of the thing itself, whether polished steel or palpitating flesh."—Edward

Weston
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"To penetrate and record, even ij only reflectively through an idea-image, that ivhicli

takes place in, over, under, around, and through tiature, is to jeel the intaitgible, the

somewhere inbetween, the what is and the what 1 a))i, the interaction betiveen visible

and hivisible. "—Paul Caponigro
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"// a photograph is to coiimimiicate its subject in all its intensity, the relationship of

form must be rigorously established. Photography implies the recognition of a rhythm

in the world of real things."—Henri Cartier-Bressoii





"Photography has come closer to bei)ig a religion than anything niost of us hare ever

had,"—Ralph Hattersley
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"To look at evervthing as ifyou saw it for the first time takes courage."— Hetiri Matisse
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